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ABSTRACT

In this paper, an ICA-based approach is proposed for hyperspectral image analysis. It can be viewed as a random version of
the commonly used linear spectral mixture analysis, in which the abundance fractions in a linear mixture model are considered
to be unknown independent signal sources. It does not require the full rank of the separating matrix or orthogonality as most
ICA methods do. More importantly, the learning algorithm is designed based on the independency of the material abundance
vector rather than the independency of the separating matrix generally used to constrain the standard ICA. As a result, the
designed learning algorithm is able to converge to non-orthogonal independent components. This is particularly useful in
hyperspectral image analysis since many materials extracted from a hyperspectral image may have similar spectral signatures
and may not be orthogonal. The AVIRIS experiments have demonstrated that the proposed ICA provides an effective
unsupervised technique for hyperspectral image classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past years [1], linear spectral mixture analysis (LSMA) has been widely used for endmember unmixing. It models a
pixel in an image scene as a linear mixture of materials with relative abundance concentrations. Two restrictions are generally
applied to LSMA. One is that complete knowledge about materials must be given a priori. In many practical applications,
obtaining such a priori information is usually difficult if not impossible. To relax this requirement, an unsupervised method to
generate material information from the image data is needed. The second restriction is that the abundance fractions of
endmembers are unknown, non-random constants that can be estimated by statistical methods such as least squares estimation.
Due to noise and atmospheric effects, however, the mixture of apparent (i.e., observed) material abundance fractions may vary
pixel-by-pixel and consequently can be viewed as a random process resulting from an apparently random composition of
multiple spectra for distinct materials plus random noise. Therefore, it is more realistic to assume that the abundance fractions
of materials in a pixel are random quantities rather than unknown constants. In order to appropriately represent such a random
linear mixture, the abundance fraction of each material must be viewed as a random signal source. Under this circumstance, it
requires the prior knowledge of their probability distributions. This further complicates the problem. Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) [2] seems to provide a feasible approach to solving this random abundance mixture problem. ICA is an
unsupervised source separation process. It differs from Principal Components Analysis (PCA) in many aspects. Unlike PCA
which only requires the second order statistics, ICA looks for components which are statistically independent, which is a much
stronger condition than uncorrelated. As a result, it requires statistics of orders higher than second order. In addition, ICA
components are not necessarily geometrically orthogonal. The most important difference is that ICA needs a linear model to
describe data while PCA does not. Therefore, ICA is not a generalization of PCA. However, the requirement of linear model is
exactly what we are interested in for ICA. Assume that the abundance fraction of each material is an unknown random signal
source. Then the source mixing-model considered in ICA can be directly applied to LSMA, in which case ICA can be an
effective means to solve random abundance fractions for the linear mixture model used in LSMA.

II. INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS (ICA)

Suppose that L  is the number of spectral bands. Let r  be an 1×L  column pixel vector in a multispectral or hyperspectral
image where the bold face is used for vectors. Let M  be an pL ×  endmember signature matrix denoted by [ ]pmmm L21

where jm  is an 1×L  column vector represented by the signature of the jth endmember of materials resident in the pixel r  and

p  is the number of endmembers in the pixel. Let ( )Tpααα L21=α  be a 1×p  abundance column vector associated with r
where jα  denotes the fraction of the jth signature present in the pixel vector r . Assume that the spectral signatures of the p
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endmembers in the pixel vector r  are linearly mixed and that α  is an unknown constant vector. In this case, the spectral
signature of a pixel vector r  can be represented by the linear regression model.

nMαr += ,                                                                        (1)

where n is noise that can be interpreted as measurement error. One drawback of LSMA is that the signature matrix M must be
known a priori.

In this section, an ICA is described. It is also based on model (1), but does not require the prior knowledge of M. In
addition, it assumes that the p abundance fractions, pααα ,,, 21 L , are unknown random signal sources instead of unknown
constants as assumed in model (1). However, in this case we also need to make three additional assumptions on the abundance
vector ( )Tpααα L21=α :

(i) The endmember signature matrix M is full rank, that is, the p material endmember signature vectors,
pmmm ,,, 21 L  must be linearly independent.

(ii) The p abundance fractions pααα ,,, 21 L  are mutually statistically independent.

(iii) At most one of the p abundance fractions pααα ,,, 21 L  is Gaussian. In order to use ICA for our application in
hyperspectral image analysis, the mixing matrix is the M in model (1) and the unknown signal sources to be
separated are p random abundance fraction sources denoted by pααα ,,, 21 L . ICA finds a Lp ×  separating matrix
W to unmix the pααα ,,, 21 L  from r via the equation

( ) Wrrα =ˆ ,                                                     (2)

where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )Tp rrrrα ααα ˆ,,ˆ,ˆˆ 21 L=  is the estimated abundance vector based on r and is used to unmix the p
independent random abundance fractions pααα ,,, 21 L .

Under the above assumptions, the estimate of the ith abundance fraction iα  may appear as any component ( )rα̂  because
changing order of components in ( )rα̂  does not affect their statistical independence. In order to simplify infomax criterion used
in ICA, Comon [3] introduced an alternative criterion, referred to as contrast functions that maximize the higher order statistics
of the data given by

( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]
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where I is the pp ×  identity matrix. This constrained maximization problem is equivalent to maximizing the following cost
function
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δααλψ rrWW .                                          (4)

From (4), a learning algorithm to generate the separating matrix W can be from

( )( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( ) TTT
kk EgE rrαIrαrαrrαWW ˆˆˆˆ1 −−+=+ ηµ ,                                   (5)

where µ  and η  are learning parameters.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The hyperspectral data used are Airborne visible infrared imaging spectrometer  (AVIRIS) data extracted from a scene of
the Lunar Crater Volcanic Field in Northern Nye County, Nevada (Figure 1). Water bands and low signal noise ration bands
have been removed from the data, reducing the images data from 224 to 158 bands. There are five target signatures of interest,
cinders, rhyolite, playa (dry lakebed), vegetation and shade.
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Figure 1

Since there is no prior knowledge about the number of target signatures, we first assume that there is a large number of
materials, p = 158. Skewness and kurtosis were used in (4) as criteria. Our experiments showed that skewness performed better
than kurtosis. So, only skewness results were given in this paper. Since very little information was found in all images after the
9th component, Fig. 2 shows only the first 9 component images, labeled (a-i). The targets cinders, rhyolite and shade were
extracted in Figures 2(a), 2(d) and 2(i), respectively, while the vegetation was picked up in Figures 2(c) and 2(e), and playa (dry
lakebed) was shown up in Figures 2(b) and 2(f-h). This experiment showed that if p is taken too large, it would classify as target
materials those spectral variations produced by mixing. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, vegetation was classified in two separate
components in Figures 2(c) and 2(e). Similarly, due to a large coverage of the dry lakebed, the different abundance fractions of
the playa were detected and classified in four separate images in Figures 2(b) and 2(f-h).

        
( a )               ( b )                 ( c )

        
( d )               ( e )               ( f )

        
( g )                ( h )              ( i )

Figure 2

However, if we chose p = 12, only the first six component images labeled by (a-f) contained the information shown in
Figure 3. The cinders, vegetation, rhyolite and shade were extracted in Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(d) and 3(f), while the playa was
detected in Figures 3(c) and 3(e). Also in this case, the vegetation was classified in only one image, and the number of images
in which the playa was detected was cut down from 4 to 2.
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If p was further reduced to 8, Figure 4 shows the first 5 component images wherein the cinders, vegetation and rhyolite were
detected and classified in Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d). The playa was still classified into two separate images in Figures 4(c) and
4(e). In this case, only five component images were found to contain information, of which two were used to classify the playa.
As a result, no component image could be spared to classify the shade.

These three experiments demonstrated that the value of p to be used is crucial for unsupervised image analysis. This issue is
closely related to the determination of the intrinsic dimensionality of images, and has been investigated in [5].

        
( a )              ( b )               ( c )

        
( d )              ( e )              ( f )

Figure 3

        
( a )              ( b )               ( c )

    
( d )                ( e )

Figure 4
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IV. CONCLUSION

Recently, ICA has received considerable interest in hyperspectral image analysis [4]. This paper presented an ICA approach
to hyperspectral image analysis which is different from the commonly used ICA approach. First, the separating matrix W is not
necessarily a square matrix of full rank. Second, the mixing matrix M is not necessarily orthogonal. Third, the learning
algorithm was designed based on the independency of the material abundance fractions not the matrix W. These three
advantages have been shown by experiments to be very useful in hyperspectral image classification. However, since ICA
separates unknown signal sources rather than estimates the strengths of the signals, it is very effective in detection and
classification, but not quantification.
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